A new approach to trace the transport routes of macronutrients in plants at the level of cells and tissues and to measure their elemental distributions was developed for investigating the dynamics and structure-function relationships of transport processes. Stem samples from Phaseolus vulgaris were used as a test system. Shock freezing and cryo-preparation were combined in a cryogenic chain with cryo-time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (cryo-ToF-SIMS) for element and isotope-specific imaging. Cryo-scanning electron microscopy (cryo-SEM) was integrated into the cryogenic workflow to assess the quality of structural preservation. We evaluated the capability of these techniques to monitor transport pathways and processes in xylem and associated tissues using supplementary sodium (Na) and tracers for potassium (K), rubidium (Rb), and 41 K added to the transpiration stream. Cryo-ToF-SIMS imaging produced detailed mappings of water, K, calcium, magnesium, the K tracers, and Na without quantification. Lateral resolutions ranged from 10 mm in survey mappings and at high mass resolution to approximately 1 mm in high lateral resolution imaging in reduced areas and at lower mass resolution. The tracers Rb and 41 K, as well as Na, were imaged with high sensitivity in xylem vessels and surrounding tissues. The isotope signature of the stable isotope tracer was utilized for relative quantification of the 41 K tracer as a fraction of total K at the single pixel level. Cryo-SEM confirmed that tissue structures had been preserved with subcellular detail throughout all procedures. Overlays of cryo-ToF-SIMS images onto the corresponding SEM images allowed detailed correlation of nutrient images with subcellular structures.
Monitoring nutrient distributions in higher plant tissues is an important task for plant physiology. A selection of potent methods is available by analysis of single-cell samples, giving information on nutrient ion content of cell vacuoles (Rygol et al., 1993; Fricke et al., 1996; Tomos and Leigh, 1999) . Fluorescent-dye ratio imaging can monitor free ions at the cell and tissue levels, giving symplastic or apoplastic concentrations (Mü hling and Läuchli, 2000; Halperin and Lynch, 2003) . However, as for measurements with ion-selective microelectrodes (Leigh, 2001) , only a limited range of ions can be imaged, most commonly Ca 21 or K 1 ions in solution, but the total element contents, including bound species, are not detected.
At the tissue level, distributions of nutrients can be best revealed by microbeam analysis techniques, but they have been severely limited because satisfactory sample preparation methods have not yet been developed or detection sensitivities were not adequate. Our aim is to meet this challenge. It is essential that sample preparation preserves the original distribution of diffusible analytes. Chemical fixation or embedding leads to exchange or loss of material and must be avoided. By contrast, shock freezing can preserve the authentic distribution of solutes with minimal risk of redistribution because a sufficiently rapid solidification of water stops diffusion (Goldstein et al., 1992) . Hypothetically, the shock-frozen, hydrated tissues may be simply freeze dried and then sectioned. However, besides possible relocation of solutes, freeze drying causes pronounced topography of the sectioned surfaces that will interfere dramatically with microbeam analysis. Therefore, the use of shock-frozen hydrated samples followed by the preparation of sample surfaces by fracturing and planing to eliminate surface topography is the method of choice for microbeam techniques that are currently available. If, and only if, samples are maintained below 280°C throughout all analytical procedures, this offers the best method to preserve in vivo ion distributions. A major limitation of this approach for samples much larger than a few cell layers (where vitrification is possible) is the formation of ice crystals during shock freezing. For samples with diameters as large as 2 mm that are needed for transport studies in complex tissues, ice crystal formation can only be minimized, but not avoided, and the structural preservation must be examined. Ice crystal formation is also responsible for the difficulties in obtaining cryo-sections under these conditions. The low temperatures are necessary to avoid recrystallization of water that may lead to redistribution of ana-lytes and severe tissue damage. Most previous microbeam analyses on frozen-hydrated plant specimens have been obtained by energy-dispersive x-ray analysis (EDXA). With this technique, distributions of several nutrient elements at the cellular level were obtained (Canny, 1993; Williams et al., 1993) . However, the detection sensitivity of cryo-EDXA for physiologically relevant elements is rather limited (approximately 10-20 mM for the usual macro-and micronutrients; Enns et al., 1998; Rowan et al., 2000) and often restricted to elements that are of high natural abundance or hyperaccumulated as, for example, in the analysis of zinc in leaves of Thlaspi caerulescens (Kü pper et al., 1999) .
Time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) offers exceptional sensitivity that can, in principle, detect all elements and isotopes. ToF-SIMS is a surface analytical technique that is well established in material sciences (Vickerman, 2001) . A pulsed scanning primary ion beam is used to sputter secondary ions from the surface of a solid sample. These secondary ions are transferred to a mass spectrometer to produce mass-resolved maps of element distributions. The immediate atomic vicinity of the analyte (the matrix) influences the efficiency to produce secondary ions. Cryo-ToF-SIMS on frozen-hydrated samples has rarely been employed, especially in plant physiology. So far, attempts to implement an uninterrupted cryochain were successful only in a few cases of biological suspensions (Colliver et al., 1997; Cliff et al., 2003) and only in three cases for the analysis of plant tissues (Dérue et al., 1999 (Dérue et al., , 2006a Dickinson et al., 2006) . First successful cryo-SIMS studies on frozen-hydrated plant tissues used stems of flax (Linum usitatissimum) to localize sodium (Na), magnesium (Mg), calcium (Ca), and potassium (K; Dérue et al., 2006a) and leaf blades of Pteris vittata to map arsenic (Dickinson et al., 2006) . Allocation and transport of nutrients are typically dynamic processes related to changes in source-sink relationships and depend, for example, on growth and environmental conditions. Transport can be studied by use of tracers provided their transport properties reflect the nutrient of interest. Many investigations with techniques other than cryo-SIMS used a variety of element tracers based on the assumption that their chemical properties are similar to the element of interest (e.g. rubidium [Rb] for K or strontium [Sr] for Ca; Storey and Leigh, 2004) . The interpretation of the resulting distribution patterns, however, can be problematic if a tracer does not mimic the respective nutrient completely (Marschner and Schimansky, 1968; Jeschke, 1970) . Also, the similarities may depend on the context. For example, the similarity of Rb to K may be sufficient to trace apoplastic transport of K; on the other hand, it is known that transport of Rb and K across membranes depends on the selectivity of the K channels (Hedrich and Schroeder, 1989; Reintanz et al., 2002) . Chemically identical isotopes are always preferable because of their identical transport characteristics (Schroeder et al., 1980; Schroeder and Fain, 1984) .
Isotope tracers and Rb have been used in the past for transport studies involving MS, including SIMS (Lazof et al., 1992; Goldsmith et al., 1993) .
In this feasibility study, we implemented a completely cryogenic workflow to measure the distribution of nutrients in stem cross sections of French bean (Phaseolus vulgaris 'Shiny Fardenlosa') plants. The workflow is a sequence of shock freezing, cryo-preparation, cryo-ToF-SIMS, and cryo-scanning electron microscopy (cryo-SEM). Two tracers for K, Rb and enriched 41 K, were added to the transpiration stream to test the utility of the technique to measure their transport in xylem vessels and into surrounding tissues.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Cryo-SEM Imaging as Control of Sample Preparation and Support for Cryo-ToF-SIMS Analysis of Frozen-Hydrated Stem Samples of French Bean An important prerequisite for microbeam analysis is adequate tissue sample preparation. We therefore imaged the shock-frozen samples both before and after cryo-ToF-SIMS analysis. Because cryo-ToF-SIMS is a surface analytical technique, we planed cross-sectional fracture faces and evaluated their quality for element mapping by cryo-SEM. The fracture faces represent stem cross sections. Following the cryo-ToF-SIMS analysis, the sample surfaces were imaged again by cryo-SEM to evaluate for possible beam damage. Further, after cryo-ToF-SIMS analysis, it was possible to remove a thin layer of ice from the sample surfaces by freeze etching and examine the structural details that were invisible in the fully hydrated state. In this way, the structural preservation of tissues and cells could be verified.
Quality Control of Sample Surfaces Prepared for Cryo-ToF-SIMS
Fracture faces of frozen-hydrated samples were imaged by cryo-SEM prior to cryo-ToF-SIMS analysis. A typical image of a French bean stem segment is shown in Figure 1 . The micrograph represents about 15% of the total surface area of the sample. As judged by cryo-SEM imaging, large surface areas of the samples appeared sufficiently flat for cryo-ToF-SIMS analysis. Almost no structural details of the tissue under investigation can be recognized, except for a few semicircular white lines delineating the lumina of some xylem vessels (the largest marked with X in Fig. 1 ) by local sample charging due to the conductivity of the underlying structures and not by topography. Minor knife marks running from bottom left to top right are visible (marked by arrows in Fig. 1 ), indicating that no water sublimation from the surface had occurred during sample preparation. Minor knife marks were not detectable in cryo-ToF-SIMS images; however, larger marks could result in topography effects. The lack of water loss is also confirmed by a lack of prominent cell structures above the ice plane. Confined areas of pronounced topography could be occasionally detected, such as in the part of the sample surface labeled as pith in Figure 1 , where cells are missing or damaged. Figure 1 also shows two xylem vessels lacking water (bottom middle) and protruding uncut fibers (top left corner) near the epidermis. Once the planing procedure was optimized, pronounced surface irregularities could be recognized by light microscopy (data not shown). Consequently, surface quality control prior to cryo-ToF-SIMS analysis was reduced to light microscopic monitoring of the sample surface during the planing process and in the cryoToF-SIMS instrument.
Cryo-SEM Imaging after Cryo-ToF-SIMS Analysis Sample surfaces were routinely imaged by cryo-SEM after completion of the cryo-ToF-SIMS analysis, maintaining an uninterrupted cryo-chain. Scanned areas were undistinguishable from surrounding unscanned areas, indicating that no beam damage had occurred during cryo-ToF-SIMS analysis that was detectable by the field emission cryo-SEM (data not shown).
For quality control of tissue preservation, the cellular and tissue structures buried in the ice had to be revealed by freeze etching of the sample surfaces. To this end, the temperature of the sample holder was transiently elevated to approximately 290°C. Water sublimation from the specimen surface was monitored by continuous imaging. The image shown in Figure 2A is typical of a total number of 30 shock-frozen samples of French bean stems analyzed by cryo-ToF-SIMS and cryo-SEM. One assembly of proto-and metaxylem vessels and several secondary xylem vessels, as well as the phloem, cambium, and pith, are distinguishable due to cell shapes and sizes and cell wall thickness. Despite the large size of the stem samples with diameters of 2 to 2.5 mm that will lead to at least some structural damage due to ice crystal formation during shock freezing, subcellular structures (vacuoles and organelles) were preserved in many tissue areas (Fig.  2B) . The structural preservation within the block faces therefore appears sufficient for tissue level and, to some extent, even subcellular cryo-ToF-SIMS analysis. Ice crystal formation had obviously occurred in most vessels and cells during shock freezing. Ice crystals can be detected by the striped appearance in the lumina ( Fig. 2A) . Such structures are typical for sample areas of high water content. Solutes interfere with the crystalline structure of pure water and therefore are often squeezed out during crystal growth. This results in the accumulation of solutes between the ice crystals in socalled interdendritic channels. Whereas the water is removed from the sample surface by sublimation, the solutes remain and become apparent in ordered structures.
No indication of ice crystal growth traversing cell walls was found. Structural damage at the tissue level was absent in most areas of the samples, but local tissue defects, as indicated by arrows in Figure 2A , were occasionally visible. Areas of such imperfections were in retrospect excluded from interpretation of the cryo-ToF-SIMS data.
An interesting finding of cryo-SEM during freeze etching the samples was that sublimation was not homogeneous, but different rates of sublimation could be observed during the process of freeze etching. This resulted in a variety of final ice levels in different tissues as visible in Figure 2 and may be caused by local differences in solute or free water concentrations and/or water-binding capacities that might be specific for cells or tissues. Some cells in the phloem region still contained frozen cell sap up to the plane of cutting, whereas the xylem vessels exhibited ice levels well below this plane. Even lumina belonging to the same tissue type could exhibit different sublimation properties. This applies to xylem vessels as well as to phloem cells. Note, for example, the slightly different ice level of xylem vessel X1 as opposed to those of vessels X2 and X3 and the very deep etching of the very small vessels adjacent to X2 and X3. Qualitative evaluation of seven similar cryo-SEM images indicated that there may be a general tendency to stronger etching of smaller vessels (data not shown). However, there may be a more complex situation and further study is needed before conclusions can be drawn.
Evaluation of Cryo-ToF-SIMS Imaging of Naturally Occurring Elements and Tracers
To test the suitability of our analytical protocols to study the distribution and the transport of nutrient Figure 1 . Cryo-SEM micrograph of a cross-sectional face of a shockfrozen, hydrated stem segment of French bean. The surface was planed for cryo-ToF-SIMS analysis and imaged by cryo-SEM to ascertain that large enough areas of little topography were available for analysis. Some minor knife marks are visible (arrows). E, Epidermis; Pith, pith cells; X, xylem vessel.
elements, we examined whether (1) the most abundant isotopes of some common cationic nutrient elements could be localized in the frozen-hydrated sample surfaces with a satisfactory quality; and (2) Rb and 41 K distribution from xylem vessels into the surrounding tissues could be traced satisfactorily.
In this pilot study, we used freshly detached shoots of French bean plants that were fed from their cut end with tracer solutions. Tracers added to the transpiration stream were either applied in half-strength Hoagland solution (solution 1) containing 10 mM Rb or in a stable isotope solution (solution 2) containing Figure 2 . Cryo-SEM micrographs of cross-sectional faces of frozenhydrated internodal stem segments of French bean obtained after cryoToF-SIMS analysis. Freeze etching was applied to reveal details of tissues and cell structures for quality control of the structural preservation, as well as reference to cryoToF-SIMS ion images. A, Overview of the tissue types in the vascular tissues, from an area that was already analyzed by cryo-ToF-SIMS. Starting from the lower left corner of the image, the phloem (Ph) can be seen, separated by the cambium (Cam) from the xylem. The xylem is in the secondary state of growth as indicated by the presence of large secondary vessels (X1-X3) as well as smaller vessels, and metaxylem vessels are bordering X2 (probably metaxylem) on the top right side and small secondary vessels bordering X3 on the top. All vessels are enclosed by xylem parenchyma (XP). Toward the pith (Pith) thicker cell walls are visible, while toward the cambium, the xylem parenchyma is more thin walled. Occasional local tissue defects are visible (arrows). B, Detailed view of xylem and surrounding tissues, including subcellular structural details, such as the fine structure of xylem walls, vacuoles, and organelles in xylem parenchyma cells. The arrows are placed in vacuoles and point to organelles in the cytoplasm. K. The tracer concentrations were near physiological concentrations found in other plant species (Lohaus et al., 2000; Herdel et al., 2001; Wegner and Zimmermann, 2002) . After a 20-min application of the solution to the transpiration stream, stem samples were harvested approximately 50 cm apical of the application site for subsequent processing for cryo-ToF-SIMS.
Cryo-ToF-SIMS Imaging of Naturally Occurring Elements at 10-mm Lateral Resolution
The first cryo-ToF-SIMS images shown are recorded in the high-current bunched mode, which has two advantages. First, it allows imaging of large tissue areas up to 500 3 500 mm 2 within a reasonable measurement time, typically 3 to 4 h. Second, it offers a high mass resolution of m/Dm 5 3,500. This allows the necessary unambiguous identification of the ion species of interest and separation from potentially interfering ions (e.g. hydrocarbons and water clusters). The lateral resolution of 10 mm permits the recognition of individual tissues based on differences in cell shape that was verified by cryo-SEM images obtained from the same sample.
An example of a set of cryo-ToF-SIMS images is shown in Figure 3 . These images were obtained from the same area that was subsequently imaged after freeze etching by cryo-SEM ( Fig. 2A ). The analyzed sample was obtained after feeding with a Rb tracer (solution 1).
Contrast in such SIMS images is derived from (1) the local variation in concentration of the analyte; (2) the topography of the specimen surface (Rangarajan and Tyler, 2006) ; and (3) the local matrix composition (Vickerman, 2001 ). The surface topography in our sample preparation was sufficiently reduced to avoid interference with the imaging process because minor knife marks that were detectable by cryo-SEM never appeared in ion images. Matrices of biological tissues are highly complex and inhomogeneous and this may modulate the local ion signal leading to artefacts. Despite this general caveat, it is plausible that within the hydrated tissue the matrix is similar throughout the imaged area. Another caveat is that different signals between elements (Wilson et al., 1989) in an unknown matrix do not allow relative quantification of the elements. In the well-studied case of pure silicon, the yields of elements of the first main group in the periodic table are by a factor of 3 to 5 higher than those of the second main group (Wilson et al., 1989;  due to the higher ionization energy of the second group). Dérue et al. (2006b) determined sensitivity factors for Na, Mg, and Ca relative to K using frozenhydrated reference solutions and found factors for Na/K as 0.67; Mg/K as 0.22; Ca/K as 0.31. These sensitivity factors were obtained under different SIMS conditions and may not be applicable to our conditions. Nevertheless the prospects for quantification are promising for cryo-ToF-SIMS due to the lower erosion depth as compared to dynamic SIMS.
The distribution of water in this sample is represented in Figure 3A Figure 2A and a number of larger and smaller cells, are prominent in Figure 3A due to contrast between higher signals in lumina compared to cell borders. Pronounced differences in ion signals between different tissue areas of the sample are visible. The highest signals are found in xylem vessels X2 and X3 and adjacent smaller vessels, as well as in pith cell lumina. Xylem parenchyma, cambium, phloem, and xylem vessel X1 exhibit lower signals. This is compatible with the speculations about the different tissue components derived from the differences in ice levels observed by cryo-SEM after freeze drying (Fig. 2) .
In addition to water, we show the major naturally occurring isotopes of K ( 1 signals originate from the thickwalled xylem parenchyma and some hot spots in the pith. Some cells abutting xylem vessel X2 also reveal particularly high signals. Lower signals are found in most areas of the pith, the thin-walled xylem parenchyma, the cambium, and the phloem. The contents of xylem vessels X2 and X3 appear as dominating dark structures. Compared to these xylem vessels, the lumen of vessel X1 exhibits 4-fold higher 39 K 1 signals (440-1,750 mean counts/pixel). Likewise, Enns et al. (1998) found higher concentrations of K in certain xylem vessel elements compared to the bulk of vessels analyzed in a study on frozen-hydrated maize (Zea mays) roots with EDXA. They suggested that these high K concentrations indicate that these vessel elements were not fully mature, which we assume applies as well for vessel X1.
The particularly differentiated distribution of 24 Mg 1 (Fig. 3C) shows a high signal in a distinct band of the thin-walled xylem parenchyma cells close to the vessels and the cambium. Also, cells abutting xylem vessels X1 and X2 and facing toward the cambium and phloem exhibit markedly higher signals compared to the neighboring tissues. Lowest 24 Mg 1 signals are found in the xylem vessels, phloem, pith, and cambium. The confined distribution pattern may indicate a specialization of these cells for Mg uptake and accumulation. A similar assumption was made by Shaul et al. (1999) on the basis of a study on Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana), which showed an enrichment of mRNA for the Mg 21 /H 1 exchanger AtMHX in close association with the vascular elements. They hypothesized that this exchanger may be responsible for creating a vacuolar pool of Mg 21 Figure 3 . Cryo-ToF-SIMS images of several ion species from the surface of a frozen-hydrated sample. A slightly larger area of the same sample is shown in Figure 2A for orientation. The stem sample was taken 50 cm apical from the feeding site, 20 min after feeding Rb in a concentrated half-strength Hoagland solution to the xylem. Water (A) is represented by its highest-intensity ion, whereas K (B), Mg (C), Ca (D and E), and Rb (F) are mapped by elemental ions of the naturally most abundant isotopes. Images were acquired in the high-current bunched mode. Imaged areas are 500 3 500 mm 2 at a resolution of 256 3 256 pixels. Like all subsequent cryo-ToF-SIMS images below, each image was linearly scaled (equalized) from zero to its maximal counts per pixel, with the maximal value indicated (max 5) and mapped to the indicated palette. Note that the 40 Ca 1 image in E is the same image as shown in D, but equalized to a reduced max 5 100 to reveal further details of lower signals. The linescan (G) was computed from the image dataset of the Rb image (F) along the path from A to B. The largest xylem vessel in the line is marked in both figures by an asterisk (*). It is the same vessel that is marked as X3 in Figure 2A . that could be used in times of deficiency in the xylem parenchyma.
By contrast,
40
Ca 1 images exhibited particularly high ion signals in only a few spots in the pith region in the neighborhood of the xylem vessels and in the phloem region (Fig. 3D) . When the image was scaled to a fraction of the maximal signal allowing highlight clipping in these hot spots (Fig. 3E) Ca 1 signal pattern resembles the cellular structure of the tissues, it may originate mainly from the large pools of Ca found in the cell walls (Marschner, 1995) . Still lower signals originate from the cambium, the thin-walled xylem parenchyma, and the xylem vessels. Interestingly, xylem vessels X2 and X3 exhibit higher signals than vessel X1. This finding would be expected if X2 and X3 were conducting xylem vessels in which the half-strength Hoagland solution moved, whereas X1 as a nonconducting vessel remained free of the additional Ca.
Despite the fact that Na should be detectable with a relative sensitivity factor similar to that of K (Dérue, 2006b), Na could not be imaged in these samples. The results for mapping of Na 1 were variable and signals, if any, yielded only faint and poorly structured images that could not properly be evaluated (data not shown). This must be due to low Na concentrations in the stem tissues of this natrophobic Leguminosae species (Marschner, 1995) .
Despite the caveat regarding the unknown strength of a possible matrix effect, the specific element mappings provided indications for differences in functional specialization and degrees of maturation within different tissues. Attribution of signals to different tissue types was possible at this level of lateral resolution and image contrast. Qualitatively similar distribution patterns for 39 K 1 , 24 Mg 1 , and 40 Ca 1 were acquired for 30 of 30 analyzed surface areas regardless of the feeding solution (data not shown). In none of the analyzed samples did we witness an indication of element redistribution due to the surface planing during sample preparation (e.g. along knife marks in cases where these were visible by cryo-SEM).
Cryo-ToF-SIMS Imaging of Rb as an Element Tracer for K at 10-mm Lateral Resolution
Studies of dynamic processes, such as the loading and unloading of xylem vessels, require the use of appropriate tracers. The suitability of Rb as an element tracer for K (e.g. in transport studies) was tested in the next step of evaluation of the cryo-ToF-SIMS imaging protocols. Figure 3F shows the cryo-ToF-SIMS image of the major isotope of Rb from the same experiment as described in Figure 3 , A to E. One reason to choose Rb as an element tracer for K was the fact that it is naturally present in very low amounts in plant tissues (e.g. 2,000-fold lower compared to K in tomato [Solanum lycopersicum] leaves; National Institute of Standards and Technology standard reference material 1573a). Despite this low natural background, Rb could be detected in our measurements of frozen-hydrated tissue samples when no tracer was added (data not shown). Because of this combination of high detection sensitivity and low natural background, Rb tracer should be detectable in the cryo-ToF-SIMS images even in very small amounts near the background of 1/2,000 of the local K concentration. Figure 3F demonstrates that the major isotope, 85 Rb 1 , could be imaged after the 20-min feeding time in the walls of xylem vessels X2 and X3 and radial from these vessels in the surrounding thick-walled xylem parenchyma 50 cm apical of the application site. However, a clear-cut attribution of the ion signals to the apoplast and/or symplast would require a higher lateral resolution.
The wide dynamic range of the Rb signal cannot show detailed steps of signal in the limited dynamic range of the print medium. Therefore, an intensity profile derived from the dataset of this image (from bottom left A to top right corner B, plotted in Figure 3G ) gives a more quantitative presentation of the Rb signals. The tracer is present in the lumen of vessel X3, as well as in the lumen of X2, but not in X1, as determined from regions of interest (data not shown). This indicates differences in xylem transport of the tracer between these vessels. In the cambium and phloem, Rb was not detectable at levels above natural background. Matrix effects can be ruled out when enriched stable isotopes are employed as tracers because the ratios of the isotopes are the basis for detection and quantification. Naturally occurring K is mainly composed of 39 K (93.2581%) and 41 K (6.7302%; Bö hlke et al., 2005). Our own measurements obtained from entire cryo-ToF-SIMS images from three independent samples yielded a mean abundance of 93.75% 39 K and 6.25% 41 K with 3s 5 0.54% for each of the two isotopes. With these error margins, we assume in first approximation that we can detect a 41 K tracer if the measured abundance exceeds our measured natural abundance by 0.54%. For the 41 K used in this study (enriched to 97%), this corresponds to the presence of 0.6% of the tracer in total K. On the single-pixel level or regions of interest, however, this detection sensitivity will be reduced and primarily limited by the statistical variation of the number of counts per pixel.
Cryo-ToF-SIMS Imaging at Enhanced Lateral Resolution
The distribution of the stable isotope 41 K supplemented as a tracer for K was investigated at increased lateral resolution to facilitate analysis at the cellular level. Higher lateral resolution was attempted in two different ways. (1) In the low-current bunched mode, the lateral resolution was improved to 6 mm at a mass resolution of m/Dm 5 5,000. (2) The burst-align mode offers the potential to obtain enhanced lateral resolution up to a specified value of 300 nm. However, in this measuring mode, the mass resolution is reduced to nominal mass. Therefore, it was necessary to acquire isotope images in both modes. The high mass resolution was necessary to detect the possible presence of mass interference by different ion species that might be superimposed at the mass of the selected ions and unnoticed at low mass resolution. At high mass resolution, it was possible to quantify their possible contribution to determine possible errors in images obtained at high lateral resolution.
As a point of reference for the following cryo-ToF-SIMS images within the tissue (yellow box), a cryo-SEM image is shown in Figure 4 . An assembly of protoxylem and metaxylem vessels can be seen with decreasing diameters from bottom left to top right surrounded by thick-walled xylem parenchyma. Figure . In the case of 41 K, the highest signals were detected in the tangential walls of the smaller xylem vessels (Fig. 4B, center) Figure 4 , B and C, and is displayed in Figure 4D ) was homogeneous and no relevant contrast was visible (data not shown).
We checked for possible mass interferences for the K isotopes in the spectra taken at nominal mass resolution by inspecting high mass resolution spectra from entire images being recorded in the low-current bunched mode in samples where 41 K tracer was not used. The signal at nominal mass resolution was 98.75% identified as 39 K and 1.25% in one interfering peak, most likely C 3 H 3 . There were three peaks at the position of 41 K at nominal mass resolution. 41 K contributed about 83% and the interfering peaks (presumably carbohydrates) contributed about 17%. This demonstrated that 39 K can be imaged at high lateral resolution in our samples at the nominal mass resolution of the burst-align mode, with only minor mass interferences. Images of 41 K must be interpreted with some caution and may require verification of 41 K distribution patterns by complementary high mass resolution imaging in the low-current bunched mode.
Imaging at 1-mm Lateral Resolution with Nominal Mass Resolution
Images of the same sample area acquired with the burst-align mode are displayed in Figure 5 (Fig. 5A) . Interestingly, subcellular dendritic ice crystal structures could be imaged in this measuring mode as demonstrated in Figure 5A .
The improved resolution refines the results already seen in the images in Figures 3 and 4 , as exemplified by the K images. High 39 K 1 signals (Fig. 5C ) are found especially in very small parenchyma cells directly adjacent to the xylem vessels. The high signal apparently originates from the cell borders, although the contributions from the cytoplasm and/or the cell walls cannot be allocated precisely. Interestingly the tangential walls of the xylem vessels display rather low 39 K 1 signals (Fig. 5C ). By contrast, these structures were particularly prominent in the 41 K 1 image (Fig. 5D ), confirming the findings of Figure 4C (Fig. 5E) shows the maximal fraction of total 41 K as 53%, corresponding to a maximal fraction of the tracer of 51%. It is more clearly visible in Figure 5E than in Figure 4D that the tracer of K transport was located predominantly in the xylem vessels, but that it had also spread into the neighboring tissue. Seemingly equal fractions of 41 K were present in the vessel lumina and walls. Lower, but visible, 41 K percentages delineate the cell borders of the xylem parenchyma.
Imaging of Supplemented Na
Interestingly, there is no mass interference at 23 Na 1 . Because Na is extremely difficult to map using microbeam techniques unless present in high concentra- tions, it was straightforward to test whether imaging of 23 Na 1 was possible at high lateral resolution. Whereas we were again unable to image Na in control plants, we tested whether supplemented Na could be detected. Sodium was supplemented to the transpiration stream as 2.5 mM NaCl in the stable isotope tracer solution (solution 2). Figure 5B shows a highly detailed distribution of 23 Na 1 with high signals in the xylem parenchyma. This finding is compatible with the previously published assumption that Na accessing in the transpiration stream of natrophobic species, especially in Phaseolus, is relocated into xylem parenchyma (Jacoby, 1965; Rains, 1969; DeBoer and Volkov, 2003) . 
Assigning Ion Distributions to Detailed Anatomical Structures
The cryo-ToF-SIMS images obtained at the high lateral resolution contain such a high level of detail that analysis of subcellular structures appeared possible. However, because each image relates to only one single ion in the tissue, the unambiguous identification of structures within the ion images still proved difficult. We therefore superimposed ion images onto cryo-SEM images of the same areas after freeze etching. Two such overlays are shown in Figure 6 . Two different magnifications originating from the same cryoToF-SIMS and cryo-SEM datasets are shown to allow orientation within the tissue, as well as an optimal view of cellular and subcellular details. Figure 6A shows an overlay of the K isotope ratio image already shown in Figure 5E over the corresponding cryo-SEM. It is already possible to marginally distinguish between symplastic and apoplastic areas. This confirms the finding from Figure 5E that large fractions of 41 K 1 were found in the cell borders of thick-walled xylem parenchyma, but now these signals can be clearly attributed to the cell walls of this tissue.
Zooming in to a higher magnification ( Figure 6B ) reveals subcellular structures in more detail (e.g. cytoplasm and cell walls). In this case, the overlaying cryo-ToF-SIMS image shows the 39 K 1 isotope (from Fig. 5C ) that represents predominantly the K in the plant before onset of the labeling.
K
1 is not primarily detected in the apoplast, but high signals originate from the cytoplasm, especially pronounced in the cytoplasm-rich parenchyma cells abutting the xylem vessels. Subcellular differences (e.g. differentiation between cytoplasm, vacuole, and organelles) can be observed in these cells. Several larger parenchyma and pith cells show extended vacuoles and narrow rims of cytoplasm together with plasma pockets around the organelles. Figure 6B ). It covers the entire area analyzed by cryo-ToF-SIMS plus a small margin for better orientation within the tissue. The ratio image was already shown separately in Figure 5E . Figure 6B images the isotope 39 K 1 that was also shown above as separate image in Figure 5C . The view was zoomed in for this figure to better visualize the structural details at the print size. Among the subcellular structures visible are the xylem vessels (X), cell walls (W), vacuoles (V), and cytoplasm (C) with contained organelles (O). For clarity of the underlying structures, background subtraction and transparency adjustment were applied. The unlabeled arrows indicate thin rims of cytoplasm with plasma pockets. The micron markers in both images represent 50 mm. different experimental approach (triple-barreled ionsensitive microelectrodes), showing high levels of K (80-100 mM) in the cytoplasm and up to 100 mM in the vacuoles.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVE
Three cryogenic techniques, namely (1) specimen preparation of shock-frozen tissue samples, (2) cryoToF-SIMS, and (3) cryo-SEM were improved and combined for the task of nutrient element imaging and tracer analysis in tissues for the study of transport processes in plants.
1. Specimen preparation by cryo-fracturing and planing surfaces produced samples adequate for cryoToF-SIMS analysis. This avoids the necessity to produce cryo-sections, which is considered difficult, if not impossible, for many tissues. 2. High-quality images were obtained by cryo-SEM, allowing tissue identification and recognition of subcellular structures. Thus, despite the large sample sizes of approximately 2 mm, sufficient structural preservation could be obtained by shock freezing and maintained throughout the cryogenic workflow, including shuttle transfers from sample preparation through cryo-ToF-SIMS to cryo-SEM. 3. Lateral resolution of cryo-ToF-SIMS at high mass resolution ranged in large area nutrient surveys from 10 to 6 mm. The high mass resolution was required for the unambiguous identification of the major isotopes of nutrient cations and their separation from possibly interfering ions. 4. High lateral resolution cryo-ToF-SIMS at reduced mass resolution allowed ion imaging at tissue details, such as assemblies of xylem vessels and surrounding xylem parenchyma with subcellular details at 1-mm resolution. Possible uncertainties of mass interferences were quantified from images at high mass resolution of the same areas. 5. The combination of high lateral resolution cryoToF-SIMS with cryo-SEM images in overlay images allowed the mapping of selected ions to cellular and subcellular structures, including a distinction between apoplastic and symplastic localization. 6. The elemental tracer Rb was applied to the transpiration stream and could be detected with high sensitivity by cryo-ToF-SIMS apical of the application site. Na supplemented at 2.5 mM could be detected, yielding images of high detail. However, quantification is not advisable due to a possible matrix effect. 7. The isotopic tracer 41 K could be imaged at a lower sensitivity of detection than Rb, but ratio images of 41 K can be used to quantify the percentage of total K, thus providing a powerful tool to track K movement.
The study revealed that cryo-ToF-SIMS is well suited to monitor distributions of nutrients in plant tissue samples and to detect tracers down to the subcellular level. Both types of tracer could be imaged after transport within the xylem and radially translocated into the surrounding tissue. Enriched (stable) isotope tracers can be imaged with cryo-ToF-SIMS to trace nutrients unaffected by matrix effects and topography effects, thus allowing quantification of the tracer fraction. Physiological effects of tracer addition can be completely eliminated when the tracer is applied at unchanged concentration by changing isotopic composition only. Besides 41 K used in this pilot study, suitable enriched stable isotopes are available for most elements. For several nutrients, such as Mg and Ca, more than one isotope is available to allow for simultaneous multielement multitracer analysis. To our knowledge, no other technique can detect several tracers simultaneously at a similar lateral resolution and sensitivity.
Possible future applications in plant nutrition studies could focus on loading and unloading sites of the long-distance transport systems or on the penetration of diverse tissues by different nutrients from conducting tissue. Another field of application is in plant phenotyping, especially ecotypes and mutants obtained by genetic engineering. Studies on the movement of mineral nutrients (e.g. across the endodermis) or on the accessibility of different tissues for specific elements traveling in the xylem can be helpful in characterization particularly of mutants modified in ion transport.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant Material
French bean (Phaseolus vulgaris 'Shiny Fardenlosa') plants were grown from seeds in 1.7-L pots with standard soil substrate (type ED 73; Einheitserde) in a growth chamber with a 12-h light/12-h dark cycle, a temperature of 20°C to 25°C, and a relative humidity of 35% to 45%. Illumination with photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) relative humidity of 45%, whereas the stable isotope and combined tracer solutions were fed in the growth chamber. During a subsequent feeding period of 20 min, the shoot usually took up about 2 to 3 mL of the Rb tracer solution and 4 mL of the stable isotope tracer solution, respectively. We found similar uptake as measured by weight losses due to transpiration using comparable control plants placed next to the experimental plants.
Preparation of Frozen-Hydrated Tissue Samples
As termination of the feeding procedure, stem samples of approximately 4-cm length were quickly excised with a scalpel blade from the first and second internode above the primary leaves and mounted in tightly fitting copper rivets by the aid of 0.6 M Suc solution (Sigma-Aldrich). These samplerivet assemblies were rapidly shock frozen by plunging them into melting propane (2189°C). The time period from excision to freezing was less than 30 s.
During the subsequent procedures of sample preparation and measurement, the ambient temperature was continuously controlled, not exceeding 2130°C. Frozen samples were trimmed at liquid nitrogen temperature to protrude ,3 mm from the rivets and stored under liquid nitrogen. Clean and even surfaces, as needed for cryo-ToF-SIMS analysis, were obtained by planing the samples with the aid of a microtome. To this end, a sample-rivet assembly was mounted under liquid nitrogen on a modified commercial sample holder (BU 012092-T; BAL-TEC) that had been mechanically adapted to receive the rivet. The sample holder was transferred from the liquid nitrogen storage container to the freeze-fracturing unit (MED 020/GBE; BAL-TEC) by use of a so-called cryo-shuttle (VCT-100; BAL-TEC). The shuttle was filled with dry cryogenic nitrogen gas and the sample holder introduced through a dry cryogenic nitrogen atmosphere. The shuttle was closed and the sample moved to the freeze-fracturing unit. After connection to the MED 020, the shuttle was evacuated and the sample holder transferred to the precooled sample stage of the MED 020. At a temperature of approximately 2150°C and a pressure of 10 23 Pa, the sample was planed with a hard metal knife of a built-in microtome under stereomicroscopic control by first removing a few 10-mm slices from the top of the sample and then removing 5-mm-thick slices until the surface was reasonably flat. After planing, the sample was again introduced into the cryo-shuttle while maintaining high vacuum and protecting the specimen from heating and surface contamination by a liquid nitrogen-cooled cryoshield. The sample was subsequently transferred to the cryo-SEM and/or the cryo-ToF-SIMS via the shuttle across the respective airlock systems. Upon arrival on the cryo-stages of both instruments typically after approximately 15-min transfer time, the temperature of the sample holder never exceeded 2130°C. The shuttle vacuum was always below 1 3 10 23 Pa after transfer.
Cryo-SEM
A LEO Gemini VP 1550 SEM (Zeiss) with a cold-field emission electron source was used for imaging of the surfaces of frozen-hydrated samples. The instrument is equipped with a BAL-TEC cryo-stage (BAL-TEC) and an airlock for the cryo-shuttle. The samples were imaged at an acceleration voltage of 1.8 keV at a stage temperature below 2120°C and a pressure of 2 3 10 23 Pa.
If freeze etching was required, the temperature of the sample stage was transiently raised to 290°C. The etching process was monitored by continuous scanning of the sample and stopped as required for imaging of the tissue structure by interrupting the stage heating, typically after 2 to 5 min. Overlays of ion images superimposed over SEM images were produced using Adobe Photoshop CS3 and overlay mode for image blending. SEM images were optimized for printing using limits and curves settings in Photoshop.
Cryo-ToF-SIMS
For the element and isotope imaging performed in this study, a ToF-SIMS IV mass spectrometer (IONTOF) was used. A separate airlock system allowed the transfer of a sample between the shuttle and the cryo-stage. The cryo-stage was based on the IONTOF heat/cool sample holder that had been modified to reach and maintain temperatures down to 2150°C. For all reported measurements, the sample temperature was kept below 2130°C.
To remove a possibly deposited thin layer of ice or other possible surface contamination, an area of 750 3 750 mm 2 was presputtered with an O 2 1 ion beam at 2 keV and 400 nA for 90 s, resulting in an ion dose density of 4 3 10 16 ions cm 22 . In a silicon sample, assuming a sputter yield of one sputtered particle from each primary ion, this would presumably remove 10 nm from the surface of the sample. For cryo-ToF-SIMS analysis a pulsed mass-filtered 25 keV Bi 1 ion beam was used. The ion beam current was between 0.2 and 1.2 pA and resulted in a primary ion dose density between 1.3 3 10 13 and 6.9 3 10 13 ions cm 22 . In a silicon sample, this would result in the removal of less than 1 nm from the surface of the sample during analysis. The sputtered secondary ions were extracted with 2 kV into a reflectron ToF mass analyzer. Only positively charged ions were analyzed. A complete secondary ion spectrum was recorded for each pulse and each pixel. To prevent charging of the sample surface, a low-electron energy flood gun was used. Three different modes of operation were used with differently weighted compromises for the counteractive parameters of mass resolution, lateral resolution, and time of measurement required for a sufficient signal:
1. The high-current bunched mode was used for large area views (500 3 500 mm 2 ; see Fig. 3 ). To achieve high mass resolution in this mode, the primary ion pulses (5 to 15 ns) were compressed by a bunching device to produce shorter pulses of 1 to 2 ns. This resulted in a mass resolution m/Dm of 3,500 (at mass 41). As a trade-off, the energy spread introduced by the buncher and the resulting chromatic aberration limited the lateral resolution to 10 mm as determined by knife edge scans. This mode employs the highest primary ion density (875 ions/pulse) of all modes and therefore offers the highest ion yield per primary ion pulse. 2. The low-current bunched mode was preferred for imaging with high lateral and high mass resolution (see Fig. 4 ). It is identical to the highcurrent bunched mode described above, but with a reduced primary ion density (190 ions/pulse). Therefore, the lowered ion yield per pulse allowed only for smaller raster sizes without extensive prolongation of the measurement time, thereby improving the mass resolution m/Dm to 5,000 (at mass 41). The advantage is the improved lateral resolution of 6 mm (determined by knife edge scans). 3. The burst-align mode was used for detailed mapping (see Fig. 5 ). Pulses were not bunched, which allowed for an improved lateral resolution of approximately 1 mm (knife edge scans), but limited the mass resolution to nominal mass. The low primary ion density (120 ions/pulse), resulting in low ion yield per pulse, allowed only small raster sizes without extensive prolongation of the measurement time.
A Poisson correction algorithm (Stephan et al., 1994) as part of the ionimage software (IONTOF) was used in all modes for compensation of deadtime effects of the detector at high count rates. Based on the number of measurement cycles and the number of detected counts, the probability of a missed count event was calculated and added to the counted number. The resulting number of counts per pixel within the indicated mass window integrated over all measurement is referred to as signal in the text.
To compute the true percentage of the 41 K isotope tracer (C tracer ) based on the measured 39 K and 41 K images, we used the following formula:
C tracer 5 ð41 measured fraction 2 41 natural fraction Þ=ð41 fraction of the tracer 2 41 fraction of natural isotope Þ:
This corrects for the 41 K fraction present in the total K in the plant and the 39 K fraction in the enriched tracer.
